Ultra-low dose quantitative CT myocardial perfusion imaging with sparse-view dynamic acquisition and image reconstruction: A feasibility study.
We implemented and validated a compressed sensing (CS) based algorithm for reconstructing dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) CT images of the heart from sparsely sampled X-ray projections. DCE CT imaging of the heart was performed on five normal and ischemic pigs after contrast injection. DCE images were reconstructed with filtered backprojection (FBP) and CS from all projections (984-view) and 1/3 of all projections (328-view), and with CS from 1/4 of all projections (246-view). Myocardial perfusion (MP) measurements with each protocol were compared to those with the reference 984-view FBP protocol. Both the 984-view CS and 328-view CS protocols were in good agreements with the reference protocol. The Pearson correlation coefficients of 984-view CS and 328-view CS determined from linear regression analyses were 0.98 and 0.99 respectively. The corresponding mean biases of MP measurement determined from Bland-Altman analyses were 2.7 and 1.2ml/min/100g. When only 328 projections were used for image reconstruction, CS was more accurate than FBP for MP measurement with respect to 984-view FBP. However, CS failed to generate MP maps comparable to those with 984-view FBP when only 246 projections were used for image reconstruction. DCE heart images reconstructed from one-third of a full projection set with CS were minimally affected by aliasing artifacts, leading to accurate MP measurements with the effective dose reduced to just 33% of conventional full-view FBP method. The proposed CS sparse-view image reconstruction method could facilitate the implementation of sparse-view dynamic acquisition for ultra-low dose CT MP imaging.